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Abstract
Text, as a vital tool for communication, is playing an imperative role in modern society. Precise high-level text translation
systems are essential requirements in a wide range of real-world applications, such as robot navigation, industrial automation,
image search, and instant translation. Regardless of improved research, a series of grand challenges may still become upon
when translating text automatically in the real-world from open scene images. The difficulties mainly stem from multiplicity
and inconsistency of text in open scenes, complication and obstruction of backgrounds, and deficient imaging conditions in
uncontrolled circumstances for open scene images. The existing deep learning-based text translation systems do not eliminate
the text for translation, and these applications just replace text on the reconstructed scene. To address the abovementioned
shortcomings, this study proposed a novel approach for open scene text translation. Our system consists of five modules
including scene text detection, text recognition, text elimination, text translation, and text insertion along with scene recon-
struction. The novelty presented by our model lies in the idea of first eliminating the text from the open scene for accurate
translation and then reconstructs the translated text on the image for its proper alignment. We specifically modified the exist-
ing generative adversarial network (GAN) architecture for improved performance of text elimination by introducing a novel
strategy of text and scene concatenation to reduce the overall loss function. For this purpose, we created a synthetic dataset
to train our GAN for text elimination module. Experiments on various standard text translation systems demonstrate that our
integrated system is able to outperform state-of-the-art approaches in terms of result quality. We have achieved 90.87% of
precision, 83.66% of recall, 87.116% of F1-score, and reduced both losses (l1 and l2) up to 50% which is remarkable upon
state-of-the-art translation systems.

Keywords Text detection · Image to text · Text recoginition · Deep learning-based translation · Text elimination · Text
translation · Generative adversarial network (GAN) · Convolutional neural network (CNN)
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1 Introduction

Text is themost essentialmedium for communicating seman-
tic information. Such texts appear everywhere in the natural
environment is known as open scene texts. Open scene text
translation drawsmuch interest in computer vision. Recently,
it is used in many art and education applications such as
real-time text recognition [36] for visually impaired, tourist
guided applications, robot sensing, and many more. More-
over,manymachine learning technologies require open scene
text translation [2] such as language translation with auto-
matic input of text written in an unknown script, indexing
large image, video databases by their textual content, and
automatic information entry. With the rapid development of
deep learning, each composition technology of text transla-
tion has room for improvement, which means that the overall
performance can get a significant boost as long aswe improve
the performance of each step.

An end-to-end text translation system typically consists of
text detection [22, 43], text recognition and text translation
components. Numerous methods that focus solely on text
localization and detection in real-world images have been
published [4, 15, 21, 45, 50], where in many cases the text
is manually localized by a human annotator. Though sev-
eral methods have been proposed for horizontal and oriented
text detection and recognition yet no open scene text transla-
tion system has yet achieved sufficient accuracy for practical
applications [14, 19].

Nowadays, there are some translation systems available
in the industry such as Baidu Translate [3], Sogou Trans-
late [37], Dict [8] and Google Translate [10]. Few of them
are available as open source. Moreover, most results of the
commodity system have visible drawbacks in the delivery of
end results that either the translated text is misplaced or open
scene image got noisy due to text translation. The existing
text translation systems do not eliminate the text for transla-
tion first and then replace back the text on the reconstructed
scene.

Distinctive from scripts in documents, text in open scene
reveals much elevated variety and unpredictability [27].
Moreover, the feature ratios and layouts of open scene text
may fluctuate drastically. Backgrounds of open scene images
are nearly irregular and unpredictable. Similar background
patterns of text can often occur in open scene images such
as traffic signs, bricks, windows, and occlusions caused by

unfamiliar objects, which may potentially lead to errors dur-
ing translating task [27]. Hence, due to intricate open scene
backgrounds and dissimilarity of font, size, color, language,
illumination condition and orientation of natural environ-
ment, open scene text translation becomes a very challenging
task. Moreover, open scene text translation performance was
poor when hand-designed features and traditional classifiers
were used for text detection [25, 41] and recognition. On
the other hand, the performance has been much improved in
recent years, and significantly benefitted from the develop-
ment of deep learning. Meanwhile, the research focus on text
detection has shifted from image inpainting [44, 49] to text
elimination [34] and trickier open scene reconstruction [18].

Our proposed model aims to resolve the problems mainly
related to tourism by replacing the foreign languages in the
local scenes with familiar language. Our open scene text
translation system consists of five modules including scene
text detection, text recognition, text elimination, text transla-
tion into the specified language, and text insertion along with
scene reconstruction [24, 29, 38].

One of the key insights of this paper is that we adopt
the SynthText [11] method to create our own image dataset
and train a generative adversarial network (GAN) model that
focuses on text elimination for the image. Using this method,
our system is suitable for challenging scenarios of open scene
images with different environmental conditions in terms of
accuracy and efficiency.

In conclusion, the key contributions of this study are sum-
marized as follows:

• The proposed model provides a novel approach for open
scene text translation by first eliminating the text from
the open scene for accurate translation and identically
aligning the translated text on the open scene image.

• We have modified the existing GAN architecture to
improve the performance of the text elimination task
by concatenating the original text image and text mask
information at the input and then combining the non-text
region of the original input and text region of the net-
work output to get the final result. This strategy helps us
to reduce the loss function which is only L2 loss of target
image and ground truth image.

• We created a synthetic dataset to train of GAN used in
the text elimination process with additional fonts to fulfill
the real-time environment conditions in text translation.
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Fig. 1 The general architecture of the proposed open scene text translation system. The model consists of five modules including scene text
detection, text recognition, text elimination, text translation into the specified language and scene reconstruction

Fig. 2 The workflow of text detection module. A well-known scene
text detector named EAST is employed to implement the text detection
algorithm which takes input in the form of open scenes and generates
outputs with marked region boxes (red rectangles) on the detected text

Our synthetic dataset comprises of almost 8K images for
training and 300 images for testing.

• We have compared the proposed model with publicly
available text translation systems like Google, BaiDu,
Youdao and SoGou. The quantitative and qualitative
results prove the superiority of our model in terms of
providing detailed translated text having exact alignment
on the open scenes.

2 RelatedWork

2.1 Text Translation System

Currently, there are few applications on translation such as
Baidu Translate [3], Sogou Translate [37], Dict [8], Youdao
[48] and Google Translate [10]. Among these softwares,
Google Translate is the only system that can operate at real
time. The results of these applications vary a lot, especially
the results of text detection and text elimination, among them
Google Translate works best. In the results and discussion
section, we have compared our results with these publicly
available translators.

2.2 Image Inpainting

Inpainting is an important part of our system, which largely
determines the authenticity of text elimination. There exist
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Fig. 3 General architecture of the text elimination module. The image
andmask information first go through a series of convolution layers and
then concatenate with previous layers with a series of deconvolution
layers. The result is the image without text, the loss of our architecture
is the L2 loss of target image and ground truth image. The novelty in
our modified network is that by giving more penalties to the text area,
we explicitly guide the network to learn the text part

Fig. 4 Workflow of text elimination module having modified GAN to
eliminate the texts from scene. The input images having text detected
in the form of marked red rectangles are inserted in this module and
the output is generated with the images having the text areas eliminated
from them

many open-source algorithms based on classical methods.
[5] proposed a new algorithm based on picture inpainting that
needs to recreate the basicmethods employed by experienced
restorations. The main idea is to easily convey information
fromnearby places in the isophote’s direction. The user needs
to specify the area that needs to be painted; the algorithmwill
do the rest in just a few minutes. The inpainted pictures are
clear, with no color artifacts. The samples provided indicate
a wide range of uses, including the restoration of ancient
images and damaged film, the removal of overlaid writing,
and the removal of objects. One of the drawbacks with our
method is the replication of vast textured regions. [31] present
a novel iterative regularization approach for inverse issues

using Bregman distances, having a specific focus on image
processing challenges. This approach is inspired by the chal-
lenge of recovering noisy and fuzzy photos with variational
approaches that employ total variation regularization. Accu-
rate convergence outcomes and effective stopping conditions
are achieved in this approach. The numerical findings for
denoising look to be significantly better than standard mod-
els, and the initial findings used for deblurring and denoising
are quite encouraging. Some models are also based on deep
learning methods.

In [34] introduced an unsupervised learning algorithm
based on visual features that is dependent on context pixel
prediction. A context encoder is developed utilizing a CNN
model that is trained to create the material of an arbitrary
image area based on its surroundings. To complete this task
successfully, context encoders must first grasp the entire
image’s content and thenprovide a credible suggestion for the
incomplete part(s). During context encoder training, both a
regular pixel-wise reconstruction and reconstruction loss are
tested including an adversarial loss. Similarly [44] presented
a multi-scale neural patch synthesis approach that optimizes
image content as well as texture limitations to maintain con-
textual structures while producing high-frequency details.
Patches are matched and adapted to the most identical
mid-layer that includes correlation features for a deep clas-
sification network. This approach is evaluated on the Paris
Streetview dataset and ImageNet dataset that obtained high
inpainting accuracy. Thismethodology achieves accurate and
more consistent results, particularly for images with a high
resolution. In Yu et al. [49] present a generative deep model-
based technique that generates a new image structure and
uses surrounding information as references while network
training to improve predictions. The feedforward CNN is
employed that analyze pictures with many holes at vary-
ing positions and sizes during testing. Analyses on several
datasets, for faces CelebA and CelebA-HQ, are analyzed; for
textures, DTD is utilized and ImageNet and Places2 are ana-
lyzed for natural images, and this suggested model produces
more effective inpainting results than previous methods.

Fig. 5 Deep inside view of
modified GAN . To fulfill the
requirement of eliminating the
text regions from open scene
images, we have combined the
non-text region of original input
and text region of network
output to get the final result. At
the input, we have accelerated
performance by concatenating
the original text image and text
mask information. By utilizing
smaller lambda we have
assigned the penalty only to the
text area, which helps us to
explicitly guide the network to
learn the text part
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However, the classical methods are not suitable for our
system since they cannot tolerate a large inpainting area.
Also, directly applying convolution network-based methods
are not satisfactory due to the divergence of the dataset.
As, these models are trained on scenery images, and they
can hardly provide satisfactory performance in text image
inpainting.

2.3 Text Detection

Scene text detection and recognition are quite popular
nowadays, as there are several efficient approaches. Lukáš
Neumann et al. introduced real-time end-to-end text detec-
tion and customization approach in [30]. It achieves real-time
performance by presenting the character identification and
segmentation issue as a fast sequential selection between
different extremal regions. An algorithm based on cluster-
ing is used to efficiently organize text items into lines. It
then labels character areas with an (optical character recog-
nition)OCRclassifier that has been trainedon synthetic fonts.
The method outperforms previous algorithms on a variety of
datasets, producing cutting-edge text localization results. It
performs exceptionallywell on an extremely difficult dataset,
exhibiting its capacity to incorporate more information about
identified text. Themethod’s efficacy is further demonstrated
in a reading competition, where it outperforms the best cur-
rent approaches. This ER detector is resistant to distortion,
diminished contrast, and light as well as color and pattern
variation.

In [39] designed a neural network design that can combine
feature extraction with sequence modeling, and transform
it into a cohesive framework. This approach performs well
across lexicon-based tasks and non-lexicon tasks resulting
in a smaller but more realistic model for real-time applica-
tions. Tests performed on benchmarks, datasets such as Street
View Text, IIIT-5K, and ICDAR, show that this approach
outperforms the prior methods. Furthermore, results from
experiments show that it is particularly good for image-based
recognition. [46] proposed a novel approach that automati-
cally learned from labels of bounding boxes to capture the
underlying structural components of text characters at var-
ious granularities. Stroke-lets can reliably detect characters
and create histograms to characterize them in real settings.
The scene text recognition system that depends on stroke-
lets is both reliable and efficient. Numerous tests on typical
benchmarks confirm the benefits of stroke-lets and show
that the proposed model is more effective than previous
approaches. Similarly, [47] suggest an algorithm that uses
complete pictures to generate global and pixel-wise projec-
tion maps, followed by detections. To optimize text process-
ing, a Fully Convolutional neural network Network (FCN)
model is utilized that estimates three categories of data:
text region, individual letters, and their relationships. This

suggested approach can handle curved text, multi-oriented,
and horizontal features in natural images by predicting their
features. Experiments on established benchmarks such as
ICDAR 2013, MSRA-TD500, and ICDAR 2015 show that
the new technique outperforms earlier approaches. In this
study, the first baseline results are also presented on the
COCO-Text dataset.

In [50], the author provide state of- the-art effective
pipeline for rapid and reliable text identification in natural
settings. The pipeline uses a neural network for predicting
words, quadrilateral and text lines, forms in the entire image,
avoiding the need for intermediary processes like alterna-
tive collection and word division. This pipeline is simple
and focuses on developing loss functions and the architec-
ture of neural networks. Experiments on typical datasets such
as ICDAR 2015 and MSRA-TD500 COCO-Text show that
the proposed technique exceeds existing methods in terms
of accuracy and efficiency. The proposed method achieves a
0.7820 F-score at 720p resolution and 13.2fps on the ICDAR
2015 dataset.

However, few of them can detect oblique texts and their
accuracies are not always satisfactory for real time scenarios
like open scene text detection and translation. We carefully
compare their results.

3 ProposedMethodology

The proposed model aims to resolve the problems mainly
related to tourism by replacing the foreign languages in the
local scenes with the familiar language. Our open scene text
translation system consists of five modules including scene
text detection, text recognition, text elimination, text transla-
tion into the specified language, and text insertion along with
scene reconstruction for improved performance. Figure 1
shows the general architecture of the proposed open scene
text translation system. The model consists of five modules
including scene text detection, text recognition, text elimi-
nation, text translation into the specified language, and text
insertion along with scene reconstruction. In first module, a
well-known scene text detector is employed, which generates
outputs in the form of region boxes of the detected text on the
scene. Second module implemented a renowned text recog-
nition network having localization and recognition networks
to recognize the text inside the detected text boxes. The third
module modified the existing popular GAN to eliminate the
texts from scene automatically. For text translation, the pre-
sented fourth module utilized OpenNMT. Finally, in the last
module to insert text into the image, first, we have obtained
the color of the original text for the insertion of eliminated
text using gradients of image. Second, we convert the trans-
lated text into images and resize the image into the specified
size. Third, we combine the text image and the background
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Fig. 6 Text translationmodule’s workflow. The input is in form of elim-
inated text and open scene imagewhile output is in the formof translated
text and the open scene image. By implementing open-source neural
machine translation (OpenNMT), we have utilized our own semantic

English-Chinese dictionary for text translation task. Left is the input
image, centre is showing translation procedure, and right is the trans-
lated open scene image

Fig. 7 Workflow of text
insertion module for open scene
reconstruction. The input is in
the form of an open scene with
translated text and output is in
the form of a complete image
with translated text
reconstructed on its proper place
having accurate alignments

Fig. 8 a Original image for color detection, b gradients of original
image, c after flood fill of the gradients, and d after background color
elimination

image together and flood fill algorithm is employed to fill the
area of outer image edges.

3.1 Open scene Text Detection

We use the efficient and accurate scene text detector named
EAST [50] to implement the text detection algorithm, see
Fig. 2. The output of the EAST is the region boxes of the
scene text detected. Each region box have eight parame-
ters denoting the coordinate shift from four corner vertices
{pi = (�xi ,�y j )|iε{1, 2, 3, 4}} of the rectangle to the pixel
location. Moreover, the two parameters of each distance off-
set are the vertical and horizontal coordinates value. In order
to make the part of text insertion easier, we transform the
parameters of the region box and the final data format is
represented as (xb, yb, wb; hb, θb), where xb, yb are the coor-

dinates of central pixel of the detected text region,wb, hb the
width and height, and θb the rotation angle.

As the region box is a bit compact for the part of text elim-
ination, we appropriately increase the length and the width
of the region box. w′

b = k1wb, h′
b = k2hb.

3.2 Text Recognition

After getting the text regions with detected text, we need to
recognize the text inside them. Following work of [4], we use
the same recognition network for this subtask. The extracted
text regions first go through a deep residual convolutional
neural network [13], then a bidirectional long short-term
memory (BiLSTM) network [12] is implemented with fully
connected layers and softmax layers to recognize the char-
acters inside input regions [20].

3.3 Text Elimination

To improve text elimination results of our proposed model
we have modified the existing popular GAN [9] to eliminate
the texts from scene automatically as illustrated in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. we have converted the text elimination task as a
variation of image inpainting task. The difference between
two tasks is that the pictures are not fully corrupted in open
scene text, which means that the information in corrupted
box is still useful. Following the method in [34], we modify
its generator and use it to solve the text elimination task.
Because of the unavailability of text elimination datasets, we
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Fig. 9 Qualitative results to illustrate comparison of various text elimi-
nation methods with the proposed open scene text elimination module.
First two rows are presenting synthetic dataset and ground truth images
respectively, while third to fifth rows are the results obtained from three

state-of-the-art methods (Lizuka et al. [17], Yu et al. [49] and OpenCV
[32]) compared with the proposed model which are presented in the last
row. Note that, as the number of lost pixels in our work is not the same
among different pictures

have generated our own synthetic dataset for training and
testing of text elimination module.

3.3.1 Dataset generation

In order to generate synthetic images of text, we use the
synthetic engine [11] to produce realistic scene-text images
and record their corresponding region boxes that contain dif-
ferent texts. The original processing pipeline of the dataset
generation is presented as follows:

• Calculate the region segmentation of image based on
local color and texture [1].

• Calculate the pixel-wise depthmap byCNNnetwork [16,
23, 26, 28, 40].

• Calculate the local normal vector for each region seg-
mentation.

• Choose the color for text based on the region’s color.
• Generate text with selected color and random font. ori-
entation is adjusted to the region’s normal vector.
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• Render the text into the image using Poisson image edit-
ing [35]. However, in the above method, there remains a
series of issues needed to resolve:

• First, the region box cannot be directly obtained using
the available source code. We need to analyze and revise
a large part of its code to produce the region boxes while
synthesizing the images.

• Second, in the original pipeline, the text is rendered
partially through alpha-blending to produce the blended
color region of texts, but the result of this method is quite
inapplicable in reality for open scene scenarios. Hence,
instead, texts commonly overlay background objects.
Thus, we revise the text rendering code to produce more
realistic scene-text images.

• Third, the applied text fonts contain only Ubuntu-Bold,
UbuntuCondensed-Regular,UbuntuMono-Regularwhich
are uncommon in the realistic settings regarding open
scene images, so we extend the text font set in order to
cover several most popular fonts to fulfill real-time envi-
ronmental requirements.

• Finally, we modify the occurring possibility of the
shadow texts, curved texts and other variates of text to
make the dataset more suitable for the reality.
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In Eq. 3.1, T.L is the text location, O is original scene, R
is the reconstructed scene, x and y are the 2D coordinates
for both O and R. Similarly d12, d21, d23, and d32 are cal-
culated distances in both direction: left to right,right to left,
bottom to top and top to bottom respectively for coordinates
x and y for both O and R. Finally, we have computed text
insertion (T.I) in parts T.IaS,T (x, y, d12, d21, d23, d32) and

T.IbS,T (x, y, d12, d21, d23, d32) and integrated in T.IintegratedS,T
(x, y, d12, d21, d23, d32) as shown in equation 3.2, 3.3, 3.4
respectively.S is the background scene andT is the textwhich
is eliminated from the image. Finally, in text insertion (T.I)
based on calculated distances, we have place text on exact
place as compared to input image.

3.3.2 Modified GAN for Text elimination

The general architecture of our text network is shown in
Fig. 5. We take the text-corrupted picture PtεRdh×dw×3

and text mask PmεRdh×dw as input, and make the network
to implicitly learn to output the background truth picture
PbεRdh×dw×3 without text.
To leverage both the text-corrupted picture Pt and text mask
Pm , we use concatenation to combine these two information
together. The combined input goes through a series of convo-
lution layers and deconvolution layers with skip connection.
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The final output is a picture PoεRdh×dw×3 mimicking the
ground truth Pb. In order to force the network learn better
the text part, we apply mask region-specific loss strategy.
The final target loss is calculated as following:

lossl2 =
∑
p

(po − pb)
2 × pm + λ(po − pb)

2 × (1 − pm)

(3.5)

where po, pb and pm are pixels sharing the same position in
picture. λ is the parameter that represents the ratio of loss in
different region in mask.
The output of this network Po is the full image including the
non-text region. To gain a higher performance, we leverage
the usage of original text-corrupted image Pt, using Pm as
mask, merging these two picture as our final output Pf, which
can be shown below:

p f = po × pm + pt × (1 − pm)∀p f εPf (3.6)

where pf, po, pt and pm pixels sharing the same position in
picture.

3.4 Text Translation

For the text translationmodule,wehave implemented anduti-
lized open-source neural machine translation (OpenNMT),
which is an open-source neural machine translation network.
Since this part is not the core purpose of our work, so we do
not dive into the further. Note that the model online does
not have an English-Chinese (EN-Ch) version. Therefore,
we need to train an En-Ch model using our own semantic
dictionary, see Fig. 6.

3.5 Text Insertion

In order to insert text into the image,we divide the procedures
into three parts. First, we need to obtain the color of the orig-
inal text for the follow-up insertion of new text. Second, we
convert the translated text into images and resize the image
into the specified size. Third, we combine the text image and
the background image after text elimination together. See
Fig. 7 for illustration of above mentioned processes.
In the first step, inspired by the idea of watermark detection
[7], as shown in Fig. 8 we use the gradients of image to
obtain the outer edge of the text. After that, we use flood
fill algorithm implemented in OpenCv [32] to fill the overall
area of the outer edge. Thus, now we can obtain the rough
segmentation of each character. Note that it is not enough
to directly analyze the average color inside each character.
After the above processes, the characters such as a, b and o,
the inside closed part will be included too which will affect
the accuracy of color detection. Instinctively, we find that

the color of this part will resemble the background color,
and thus we have eliminated this kind of intervention-based
similarity.
In the second step, we use ImageMagick [18] to create and
resize the image. ImageMagick is free software delivered as a
ready-to-run binary distribution or as source code that can be
made use of, copied, modified, and distributed in both open
and proprietary applications. Using the information obtained
in previous steps, the text image is created with the same
features as the raw image.
In the third step, we insert the text image into the specified
region of the background image after text elimination per
pixel. Based on the grayscale of each pixel, we combine the
two pictures together.

4 Evaluations and Discussions

we have conducted qualitative as well as quantitative eval-
uation with recent state-of-the-art methods for showing the
improved performance of proposed model. Our main focus
is on presenting results regarding text elimination module in
terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) along with two
losses. Moreover, we have provided visual performance of
our system as a whole in comparison with the famous text
translation systems. The settings for hyperparameters for the
proposed model include a learning rate of 0.00019 for the
max loss of the generator while 0.3 for minimum loss of
generator. The number of epochs used was 12 with batch
size 10 and sample interval of 100. The loss function for
the modified GAN is l2 loss of targeted image and ground
truth image. Detailed results are described in the following
subsections.

4.1 Datasets

4.1.1 Dataset for Text Translation

For text translation module, we have utilized the model simi-
lar to open-source neural machine translation (OpenNMT)
[21]. However, there is no available En-Ch off-the-shelf
model provided on-line. So we train an En-Ch translation
model using our own semantic dictionary. The English-
Chinese parallel dataset is referred from [33]. The En-Ch
corpus utilized in our case is TED2013, which comprises
0.2M sentences.

4.1.2 Text Elimination Dataset

Our synthetic dataset is originally based on [11] which
includes 8000 pictures without text information, each of
which has size 512×512. The text font dataset is collected
from Internet4, comprises of following eight font styles i.e.
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Arial, Century, BMW Helvetica, Impact, Stencil, Tahoma,
Times News Roman, and Verdana. Using method described
in dataset generation subsection, we output 10 synthesized
text corrupted pictures for each picture of dataset, and finally
generated 8000 images in total, with their text regions and
ground truth. We use the synthesized dataset as our training
dataset, and create another 300 images following the same
process as our test dataset.

4.1.3 Results of Text Elimination

Theperformance of ourmodel is comparedwithwell-reputed
state-of-the-art models [17, 49] and the methods imple-
mented in openCv [6, 32, 42] on the same test dataset. The
results are shown in Table 1. The number of lost pixels in our
work is not the same among different images. So, we have
calculated the three quantitative metrics as follow:

• Mean L1 Loss:We apply mean function on average value
l1 loss in lost part of every picture compared to ground
truth as our L1 loss.

lossL1 = 1

T

T∑
i=1

1

|LT |
∑
pεLT

|pf − pb| (4.1)

where T stands for number of pictures in test set, LT

means the set of lost pixels in T th picture, and pf and pb
is representing final output pixel and background pixel.

• Mean L2 Loss: We calculate the average value of mean
l2 loss in lost part of every picture compared to ground
truth as our L2 loss.

lossL2 = 1

T

T∑
i=1

1

|LT |
∑
pεLT

(pf − pb)
2 (4.2)

• Mean PSNR: The formation of PSNR used in this study
as a benchmark measure is slightly different from the
standard PSNR, which is calculated concerning whole
picture. We calculate mean PSNRm perpixel value as our
benchmark.

PSNRm = 1

T

T∑
i=1

1

|LT |
∑
pεLT

PSNR(pf, pb) (4.3)

where PSNR means standard PSNR calculation.

From the qualitative analysis of Fig. 9,we can deduce that our
method presents better results than OpneCV and other two
approaches for delivering the background in a more natural
way. Three state-of-the art approaches used in our model are
compared in Graphical form in terms of three quantitative

metrics i.e. L1, L2 losses and PSNR ratio is described in
Table 1. The bars show that our method eliminates the text
from open scene images with lower L1 and L2 losses having
values of 11.69 ± 0.05, 01.46 ± 0.01, and higher PSNR
ratio up to 01.14 ± 0.02 as compared to other state-of-the-
art techniques.

4.2 Result Comparison

Here we compare our result with Google Translation [10],
BaiDu Translation [3], SoGou Translation [37]. Figure 10
shows the visual comparison of aforementioned approaches
with our proposed model. We test these systems under dif-
ferent open scenes scenario. In Fig. 10, First column from
(a–f) is showing the input images under different scenes envi-
ronments. The second column presents results of proposed
method from (a–f) compared with obtained results in third,
fourth, and fifth columns for BaiDu Translation [3], SoGou
Translation [37], Google Translation [10], and Youdao [48]
systems respectively. From the obtained visual results, we
can conclude that, regardless of translation results, our sys-
tem performs better than Baidu Translation and SoGou
Translation (rows a, b, and f of our systemoutputmore details
than Baidu and SoGou). Our system is comparatively robust
when there are highlights (row b and f of our method can
still detect the text inside and finish the text elimination jobs
with proper alignments) whereas other systems either do not
detect texts or have poor elimination and alignment results.
From the results, we can conclude that our text translation
module regardless of translation results, our system performs
better than other translation systems. The text elimination
work of proposed method is better than Baidu Translation
and SoGou Translation (in Fig. 10 (a, b, f), our system can
output more details than Baidu and SoGou). Our system is
more robust when there are highlights, as shown in Fig. 10
(b, f), our system can still detect the text inside and finish
the text elimination jobs, whereas other systems either do
not detect texts, or have poor elimination. Moreover, the pro-
posed model takes into consideration the color of texts like
Baidu [3] and Google [10].
As quantitative metrics for performance comparison of vari-
ous algorithms,we have utilized and calculate their precision,
recall, and F1-score. To calculate these performance mark-
ers, we have compared and matched the list of translated text
examples from open scene images to the ground truth labels.
Pr represents precision, is premeditated as the proportion of
translated text instances that can be matched with original
text perfectly. Recall is denoted with Re, is the proportion
of ground truth labels that have correspondents in the trans-
lated text list. In the end F1-score is calculated using formula
F1 = 2∗Pr∗Re

Pr+Re taking both precision and recall into relation.
We have presented the obtained results in Table 2, which
shows better results obtained by our translation system in
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Table 1 Quantitative results of
the proposed method in terms of
L1, L2 losses, and PSNR ratio to
show a comparison with recent
state-of-the-art techniques

Method L1 loss (%) L1 loss (%) PSNR (%)

S. Iizuka et al. [17] 19.00 ± 0.11 03.48 ± 0.12 01.03 ± 0.14

Yu et al. [49] 30.19 ± 0.05 11.62 ± 0.42 00.96 ± 0.03

OpenCV [32] 14.90 ± 0.13 02.75 ± 0.08 01.07 ± 0.07

Proposed 11.69 ± 0.05 01.46 ± 0.01 01.14 ± 0.02

Fig. 10 Qualitative results to visualize the comparison of various text translation systems with the proposed method

Table 2 Quantitative results of
the proposed method with three
well-known translators in terms
of precision, recall, and
F1-score

Method Precision Recall F1-Score

Google translation [10] 88.60 ± 1.54 82.44 ± 1.66 85.429

Baidu translation [3] 89.56 ± 2.33 81.87 ± 2.77 85.542

SoGou translation [37] 85.34 ± 2.77 80.88 ± 2.45 83.050

Youdao translation [48] 89.88 ± 1.73 82.78 ± 2.01 86.157

Proposed 90.87 ± 1.44 83.66 ± 1.67 87.116
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terms of precision, recall, andF1 scores as compared to other
stated approaches.

5 Conclusion

As our world becomes progressively more allied, language
translation plays a crucial role in bridging cultural and
economic gaps among people from diverse countries and
ethnic backgrounds. Text, being the written form of human
languages, serves as a practical means to exchange infor-
mation across time and space. Consequently, automatic text
translation from real-world environments has emerged as a
cutting-edge research area in machine learning applications.
While current text translation systems demonstrate efficiency
in text detection and recognition, translating text automati-
cally fromopen scene images remains a formidable challenge
due to factors such as text diversity, complex backgrounds,
and suboptimal imaging conditions in natural environments.
Our proposed model aims to address these challenges by
offering a comprehensive solution consistingoffivemodules:
scene text detection, text recognition, text removal, text trans-
lation into the specified language, and text insertion alongside
scene reconstruction. Our model surpasses popular transla-
tion services such as Google, Baidu, and Sogou. Moreover,
it ensures that the translated text retains its original meaning
while maintaining fluency and accuracy.
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